LOCAL HERO CHAT

Stand-up

guy
Big wave surfer and SUP adventurer
Chris Bertish channels his tenaciousness
and vitality into projects and adventures
that inspire others. Keith Bain discovers
why nothing’s impossible.
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CHRIS BERTISH had been properly hammered by sunburn,
dehydration, and fatigue. His corneas were roasted and he
was frazzled by lack of sleep. After said minimal sleep, he’d
paddled into thick fog and now the wind was coming from the
wrong direction. Things weren’t going precisely as planned.
Weird noises began emanating from below him and
water spouted through the mist. And then, standing on his
paddleboard somewhere off the Cape West Coast between
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No stranger to
danger, nor averse
to pulse-quickening
challenges, Chris
has always been a
man of the sea.

DARE YOU STAND BY ME?
Obviously balance is key when it comes
to SUP, but imagine doing this at sea.

Dassen Island and Saldanha Bay, Chris found himself in
the midst of a pod of humpback whales as they rose to the
surface. He counted at least 23. Checking his navigation
equipment, he knew he was off course. Mysteriously, though,
the whales already seemed to know this and were guiding the
intrepid paddler back to where he needed to be.
No stranger to danger, nor averse to pulse-quickening
challenges, Chris has always been a man of the sea. The
ocean, he says, is where he’s most at ease. His relationship
with the open water goes back to when his yachtsman father
would take him sailing as a toddler. He’d fall sleep on deck
with only his skinny little arm wrapped around the rigging.
Since those carefree days, he’s always pushed himself to
the edge. Listening to what he’s put himself through and still
plans to do, those who don’t know him might assume he has
a death wish. His adventures aren’t just gruelling; they’re
often hair-raising. Plus, they present levels of life-threatening
danger and physical discomfort that no ordinary human being
necessarily wants to experience, certainly not voluntarily.

It’s Thames like these
When I meet Chris for the first time, he’s only recently returned
from the UK, where he completed two record-breaking missions.
He was there on business, but thought he’d throw in a couple
of adventures, so first he decided he’d stand-up paddle (SUP)
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ALL ASHORE WHO’S GOING ASHORE
Chris attending to his final preparations
before setting paddle across the sea.

across the English Channel. Of course he broke the existing
record; it was almost inconceivable that he wouldn’t.
What made Chris’s Channel crossing rather more
extraordinary is that right before setting off, he spent
almost four days completing a relentless crusade to follow
the Thames from its source to the sea, mostly by SUP. Not
only that, but because it’s physically impossible to be on
the Thames for its entire length, he turned the adventure
into a modified triathlon, running the first stretch where the
Thames is merely a stream, and cycling the final bit, which is
off-limits to non-motorised vessels.
To add madness to the mix, he ran with excruciating pain
because the wires holding his kneecap together had broken
and were, as the doctor put it, poking into his leg muscles.
He hadn’t run for years, and effectively hobbled the final
stretch, whereupon he still had 243km to cover by SUP.
What Chris hadn’t counted on was the number of locks he’d
have to deal with, nor that he’d have to carry his paddleboard
and equipment across many of them. He also hadn’t accounted
for the lack of water flow; paddling on a still river meant a lot
of extra effort.
Nevertheless, with almost zero backup, Chris achieved his
goal, and with that mission taken care of, immediately started
preparing for his Channel Crossing. He squeezed in just a few
hours’ sleep, but had to set off from Dover the following day.
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If he gets his way,
Chris’s next great
adventure will take
him across the ocean,
from Senegal to Brazil..

Across the Atlantic
If he gets his way (and he always
does), Chris’s next great adventure
will take him across the ocean, from
Senegal to Brazil. And yes, he’ll be
attempting this on his trusty SUP. If all
goes according to plan, it will be the
fastest hand-powered trans-Atlantic
crossing ever.
With plans to set off this December,
his timeframe will involve covering
roughly 50km every day for 65 days.
That’s a little over two months’
worth of marathons, adding up to an
exhilarating (and muscle-numbing)
3 250km – more than four times the
existing long-distance SUP record.
Harsh and harrowing though
his plans might sound, as always,
the real obstacles Chris faces are
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MORE PREP
It’s fundamental that Chris has everything
in order before he paddles the high seas.

those beyond his personal control.
He’s always found bureaucracy and
red tape more obstructive than the
physical challenges, and as he gears
up to cross the Atlantic, it’s money

NO WORRIES
Who cares about all the red tape
when you have morning views like this?

needed for the support boat that’s
delaying departure. His trans-Atlantic
crossing will be the first adventure
Chris undertakes with a support crew.
Sanity prevails after all, and he needs
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The water may be his
natural safe haven, but
there’s no doubt Chris
is also a sucker for an
adrenaline rush.

a backup boat to carry two months’ worth of food and
water, and provide a place to sleep between those arduous
paddling sessions.
In the meantime, unlike many professional athletes and
full-time sponsored adventurers, Chris carries on his nineto-five job and holds big-wave-surfing workshops.

Nothing is impossible
The water may be his natural safe haven, but there’s no
doubt Chris is also a sucker for an adrenaline rush. He
became something of a surfing legend when he won the
Maverick’s Big Wave International in 2010. During that
contest, he tackled some of the most monstrous waves
in the recorded history of the sport, stunning everyone
with his performance.
He maintains that forward planning and research are
essential for achieving goals, but as his fortunes with
massive waves will attest, accomplishments are also a
result of spotting opportunities and grabbing them.
To prove he’s capable of handling the Atlantic crossing,
Chris kicked off 2013 with a treacherous, self-supported
325km SUP journey from Cape Point to Lambert’s Bay. It was
on day four of that physically punishing adventure that Chris
was rescued by a pod of angelic humpback whales. Little
wonder he has such respect for the sea.
He says when he’s out there all alone, when exhaustion
sets in, he drifts into a lethargic, faraway state. He can see
himself paddling, as though he’s watching from above. If
his dream of crossing the Atlantic comes true, there will
be a whole lot more eyes on Chris Bertish, a man for whom
nothing is impossible.
Keep up to speed with Chris’s trans-Atlantic paddling plans
at www.thesupcrossing.com. ■
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Paddling for good

At the culmination of any of his adventures, Chris
Bertish may be ticking off personal accomplishments,
but he’s also doing what he does for the sake of charity,
notably The Lunchbox Fund (www.thelunchboxfund.org),
for which he is an ardent ambassador. For every 50km of
his trans-Atlantic crossing, one hungry child will be fed
for an entire year. Plus, Chris does work for the Laureus
Sport for Good Foundation (www.laureus.com).

What’s up?
Chris Bertish claims fistfuls of SUP accolades. He was
the first person ever to use an SUP to ride the mighty
big waves at Dungeons in Hout Bay, and he placed
seventh in the wave-riding category at the SUP World
Championships in Peru earlier this year. But SUP isn’t
just for maverick wave-riders and thrill-seekers. In
fact, the stand-up paddleboard traces its roots back
to ancient Polynesia. Basically, the modern variant
involves an oversized board that you stand on (duh),
using a human-length paddle to steer and propel
yourself through the water. As a sport, it builds core
strength and stamina, and comes darn near the
sensation of hovering on water.
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